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We will count the transfer as completed when the last data bit arrives at its
desti- nation. An alternative interpretation would be to count until the last
ACK arrives back at the sender, in which case the time would be half an RTT
(25ms) longer.

a

2xRTT + 1000KB/1.5Mbps + RTT/2 = 0.125 + 5.333 = 5.458 sec Considering
kilo to be 210 instead will lead to 2xRTT + 8,192,000/1,500,000 + RTT/2 =
5.586 sec

b

Add 999 RTT to the above time; 103 case = 55.408 sec 210 case = 55.536 sec

c

2RTT + 49 RTT + RTT/2 = 2.575 sec

d

At n RTT, we have sent 1 + 2 + 22...+ 2n packets = 2n+1 - 1 packets altogether;
At n = 9; we have thus been able to send all 1000 packets. Last batch arrives
0.5RTT later. Total time is thus 2 + 9.5RTT or 0.575 sec

5

Propagation delay is 4×103m/(2×108m/s) = 2×10−5sec = 20µs. 100bytes/20µsec
is 5 bytes per micro sec. or 5Mbps. For 512-byte packets, this changes to
204.8Mbps

13

a

Minimum RTT is 2 × 385, 000, 000m/(3 × 108m/s) = 2.57s

b

The delay x bandwith product is 2.57s x 1Gbps = 321 MB
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c

This represents the amount of data the sender can send before it would be
possible to receive a response.

d

We require atleast 1 RTT between sending a requeest fo the packet and before
the first bit of the packet arrives to Earth. For 25MB(200Mb), assuming band-
width delay only, it would be 200 Mb / 100Mbps = 0.2 sec to finish sending, for
a total time of 0.2 + 2.57 s = 2.77 sec until the last bit of the picture arrives on
Earth.
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a

Per-link transmit delay is 104bits/108bps = 100µs. Total transmission time
including link and switch propagation delays = 2 × 100 + 2 × 20 + 35 = 275µs

b

When sending as 2 packets the time to transmit 1 packet is cut in half.
T=0 start sending packet 1
T=50 A finishes sending first packet, starts second packet

T = 70 packet 1 arrives at S
T = 100 A finishes sending packet 2
T = 105 Packet 1 departs for B
T = 155 Packet 2 departs for B
T = 225 last bit of packet 2 arrives at B

22

Number of packets needed be N. And the packet size be D. Then,

N = 106/D

Total Overhead = 50 x N and loss is D. The total value we are looking to
compare for various packet sizes is thus,

50 × 106/D +D

D overhead + loss
1000 51000
10000 15000
20000 222500

The optimal size is 10,000 bytes.
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Assuming as 5 switches, 6 links;

a

Circuits pay an up-front penalty of 1024 bytes being sent on one round trip for
a total data count of 2048 + n, whereas packets pay an ongoing per packet cost
of 24 bytes for a total count of 24 x n/1000. So the question really asks how
many packet headers does it take to exceed 2048 bytes, which is 86. Thus for
files 86,000 bytes or longer, using packets results in more total data sent on the
wire

b

The total transfer latency for packets is the sum of the transmit delays, where
the per-packet transmit time t is the packet size over the bandwidth b (8192
bits/b), introduced by each of the s switches ( (s-1) x t), (s-1 because the
first switch transmit time will be included already in the transmit delay for all
packets), total propagation delay for the links ((s+1) x 0.002), the per packet
processing delays introduced by each switch (s x 0.001), and the transmit delay
for all the packets, where the total packet count c is n/1000, at the source ( c x
t ). s = 5 ; b = 4Mbps; t = 0.002048 sec per link Resulting in a total latency of
0.002048*4 + 0.002048 x n/1000 + 0.012 + 0.005 = 0.025192 + 0.000002048n .
The total latency for circuits is the transmit delay for the whole file (8n/b ), the
total propagation delay for the links, and the setup cost for the circuit which is
just like sending one packet each way on the path.

0.025192 + 8.192n/b > 0.06657 + 8n/b

Solving the resulting inequality

n/b > 0.2155 => n > 0.862Mb

When sending more than 862 Kb of data, Circuit switched achieves a lower
delay than packet switched.

c

Only the payload to overhead ratio size effects the number of bits sent. Suggest
a table showing latency results of varying parameters should be sufficient,

d

Model considers the network implications only, does not take into account us-
age of processing or state storage capabilities on switches ( infinite queue size
assumed). Ignores presence of other traffic on the network or more complicated
topologies.
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